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The tried-and-tested FALKE ﬁt, combined with an elaborate material combination for
perfect moisture management, is what distinguishes the FALKE sports socks. The new
socks with fashionable highlights provide outstanding comfort and are real eyecatchers. Skiers wear the FALKE SK4 Trend with stripes in degradé design for a modern
look on the slopes. Trekking fans and runners will ﬁnd what their heart desires with the
FALKE TK5 Trend and the FALKE RU4 Trend, also in the trendy striped look. For runners,
FALKE additionally oﬀers the RU4 Trend for women with dot details and for men with
Herringbone pattern. Trekking enthusiasts can also show their love for the mountains
on their socks with the FALKE TK Mountain: A mountain pattern in woolly plush adorns
the shaft of the socks.

New: FALKE RU4 Sensitive
The classic FALKE RU4 is oﬀered in Autumn/Winter 2018/2019 with an extra soft,
comfortable cuﬀ. Silicone dots on the inside prevent the cuﬀ from slipping for a
particularly comfortable fit during running.

New: FALKE SK6
The new FALKE SK6 for ambitious skiers is ultra-lightweight and has the perfect FALKE
ﬁt. The shin, calf and ankle area are protected from injury by padding, and the material
combination of merino wool and polypropylene ensures optimum moisture
management.

FALKE Mid-Layer:
The three lines FALKE Warm, FALKE Maximum Warm and FALKE Wool-Tech also feature
a seasonal look. Stripes and diﬀerent collar shapes make the simple shirts and tights
real eye-catchers not only as ﬁrst layer, but also as a mid-layer under the ski jacket and
for the après-ski party.
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